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Boulter  
Positioning

A brand is a promise a company delivers to everyone  
and everywhere it touches. We are proud of Boulter’s  

brand power for the trust it engenders in our staff,  
our customers, our future partners, in everyone. 

The power of a well-executed brand can deliver sales,  
optimism for the company, and a huge amount of value. 

Meet ours.



Boulter Strong 
Boulter is strength. 

Strong values and expertise  
earned through a unique legacy. 

It’s not a trip down memory lane. 
It’s a departure point to the future. 



Boulter Strong 

These are our brand values. Our purpose.   
They elevate us and give us a 360° view of our legacy  

and the exciting way it’s shaping our future ...



Boulter Strong 
We Move Mountains. 

Grounded in over a century of rock solid experience, we are time-tested  
and reputation-approved. If it was easy, you wouldn’t be calling us.

Boulter Bold. 
Boulter is confident. Homegrown from honest American values to a future of  

innovations and solutions that build better tomorrows. Being bold always leaves a mark.

Everything We Do is Big. 
Boulter makes the impossible possible. Yes, that’s a big job. What impossible?



Boulter Tone of Voice 
And we have a distinct voice, too. Because we are 126 years bold. 

Confident, strong, approachable, inspiring, ever optimistic.

Experienced but always open to new opportunities. 

Stable yet dynamic. 

Technical but personable. 

Say hello to Boulter.



Boulter Purpose 
We’re known for big moves. And so it goes with our brand.  

Crossing the divide between the moving and building. 

Injecting future-facing strategies into the needs of companies large and small. 

There will be imitators.  

But somebody has to produce the original for them to imitate, right? 

Who better than a thriving company with a 126 year legacy?



Why Boulter?
 We are movers, builders, and engineers. Creators of dreams.  

We embrace your challenges with an unwavering belief  
that honors Boulter’s entrepreneurial heritage as  

we grow into an industrial brand for the ages. 

Solid clients. It’s the company we keep that shows who we are.

State-of-the-art technology. Innovative solutions. Exceptional people. 

We are invested in our future. 



Boulter Branding



We Are Not a Trucking Company. 



One family. One company. One call.
We Are BOULTER STRONG. 



The Boulter Strong Promise
At Boulter, we obsess over every job.

We lose sleep over possibilities.

It’s what drives us to go bigger and better.

To challenge the impossible.  

But you don’t need to know all that.

You just want to know we’ll take care of it.

And we will. That’s a promise.

A century old promise.



Our Value Proposition
Don’t come to us because we’re the cheapest. 

Come to us because you want the best. 

Done right the first time. 

This is how we do value.



We move mountains.

The Boulter Style
Bold fonts.

Strong colors.

Bold images.

Bold statements



When You Put That All Together ...



The Boulter Story

We are Boulter Strong. 
One of the most recognizable brands in the upstate New York. Over a century proud, we have been an indelible part of industrial contracting from 1892 to 
today. We focus on providing solid solutions to some of the toughest challenges for industries, manufacturers, and businesses big and small. 

It’s our heritage that makes us so strong, so powerful, so recognizable. So trusted. We’re the folks behind the scenes of moving, fabricating, rigging, and 
doing the heavy lifting to support industry. It’s our job to take care of the hard stuff. So you can focus on making the most out of every day.

We know about the long run. Born in the 19th century, we helped build and shape Upstate NY’s manufacturing base and moved it into the modern  
industrial and business region it is today. One of the areas first moving companies, our founder Thomas W. Boulter created a business to fill the need for 
ice and coal delivery. Boulter has expanded far beyond that humble and honest beginning, evolving into the company we are today in the Northeast.  
We are the first call for transportation, rigging, steel fabrication, custom crating and packaging, plant and office relocation, production line installation,  
warehouse storage, and crane service. 

Rochester-born, New York-claimed, global citizen for the future. For five generations our expertise in moving the impossible helped us create a  
company we are proud to call Boulter Strong, with state-of-the-art equipment and highly qualified industry professionals. 

We do everything big. We love the challenges you bring to us every day. And about that tomorrow? We’re busy preparing for it right now.

Experienced in our past. Grounded in the present. Shaping the future. 

One family. One company. One call. We are Boulter Strong.


